CHECKLIST
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Checklist
Keep in mind
Before visiting our kitchen experts in-store or in your
home, please have the following in mind to make your
planning as easy and efficient as possible:

Must haves:
My budget
Timeframe for project completion
Door style
My top must haves:
1.

2.

3.

Services:

Appliances:
Range H

" W
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Slide-in

Free standing

Built in oven H

" W

Cooktop H
Extractor hood H
Fridge/freezer H
Microwave H
Built in
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" W

"

W
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Bar
Dining/eating area
Island
Office/desk area
Other
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Over the range
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Contrating needs:
Electrical
Plumbing
Flooring
Backsplash

Integrated

Work area requirements:
Laundry

"

" D
"

Delivery
Installation

Dishwasher
Standard

"
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Definitions
Legs
Sharing legs and/or using suspension rail:
Ends of cabinet = 2 legs
Side by side cabinets = share a leg

Considerations:

Not sharing & no suspension rail:
Each base cabinet = 4 legs
Corner base cabinet 38×38" = 5 legs
Corner base cabinet 47" = 6 legs

Legs
Cabinet frame colour
brown

white

Finishes
Finishing panels

Hole covers

Panels as filler

Toekick/plinth

Suspension rail
Knobs/Handles
Fixa drill template
Soft close drawers & doors

Suspension rail
Measure the widths of all cabinets, including base
and high cabinets and divide by the length of your
suspension rail (84")

Crown moulding
Light valance
Lighting
OMLOPP

IRSTA

STRÖMLINJE

Countertop
FIXA countertop support
precut
custom made:
quartz

laminate

Sink
Faucet
Interior solutions
MAXIMERA		

FÖRVARA

Drawer dividers

Drawer mats

Glass sides
Waste sorting/recycling:
push opener for waste cabinet
Bins/boxes

Cutlery solutions

Open storage (ie: wine racks)
Island
Island support kit

Finishes
Finishing panels: To cover any exposed side of your
cabinet(s). You can also use cover panels to create
a gable for your fridge or dishwasher.
Panels as filler: Any cabinet against the wall requires
a minimum of 1”. Use filler to hide any gaps within
your kitchen seamlessly. Filler is cut from the
cover panels.
Toekick/plinth: Measure the widths of your base
cabinets and any exposed sides, then divide by
the length of your toekick (87").

Island assembly kit

Fixa drill template
This simple tool helps you easily and accurately mark
where you want to place your knobs and handles.
Soft close door dampers
For doors less than 50" in height = 1 damper
For doors 50"/greater in height = 2 dampers
Crown moulding/Light valance
Measure the widths of your wall cabinets and any
exposed sides, then divide by the length of your
valance or crown moulding strips (87")
Lighting
OMLOPP/STRÖMLINJE/IRSTA: Plug in system with
built-on LED light source. To be completed with LED
transformer, power cord, and remote, sold separately.
ANSLUTA/TRÅDFRI transformer: Choose the
transformer(s) based on how many units you want to
connect. You can add up to 3 units (10W)/9 units (30W),
as long as the total wattage does not exceed the W limit.
Interior solutions
MAXIMERA: 25 year warranty, fully extendable,
soft closing, low/medium/high drawers available
FÖRVARA: 10 year warranty, ¾ extendable, no
soft close option, low/medium drawers available.
Island
Island support kit: to attach cover panels
to back of cabinets
island assembly kit: to secure cabinets
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